analogous to C^G.XG^^C^G^^C^G,) * for G,, G2 discrete groups?
There seems to be no natural way to define a free product of representations of two C*-algebras on Hilbert spaces. Therefore, the question as posed must be answered in the negative. However, if one considers representations together with designated cyclic vectors, one can define a "free product representation" with a designated cyclic vector. Equivalently: given states </>, \p on C*-algebras A, B, there is a naturally defined state <p * \p on A* B in analogy to the tensor product state <¡> <8> \p on A <8> B. This state is defined in § §1, 2. If <f>: is the standard trace on C*(G¡) for i -1,2 then <j>, * <J>2 is the standard trace on C*( G, * G2 ).
The representations corresponding to the states <¡>] * </>2, for different choices of faithful states </>,, <j>2, are not weakly equivalent, so we have not one "small free product" but a whole family of them.
The results of Paschke and Salinas [8] on the algebras Cr*(G| * G2) can sometimes be generalized to the small C*-free products defined here. This is done in §3. Thus, the construction of small C*-free products gives new examples of simple, uniquely traced C*-algebras.
§4 discusses some automorphisms of free products that are analogous to Bernoulli shifts on tensor products.
All C*-algebras in this paper are assumed to be unital. Results for nonunital algebras may be obtained by adjoining units. This is, of course, the case for tensor products also. For a general reference on tensor products of C*-algebras see [9] .
1. Free products of linear functional s on algebras.
1.0. In this section let A, B be unital algebras over a field K. We identify the units of K, A, B, A * B so K C A n B C A U B Ç A * B. Let <j>, ip be linear functionals on A, B respectively, such that #(1) = ^(1) = 1, and let A0 = ker<i>, B0 = ker \p.
Proposition.
There is a unique linear functional, <j> * 4> on A * B, such that (4> * <//)(l) = 1 and
where m > 1, c¡ G A0 U BQ and for all i, ci G A0 iff c/+, G B0.
Proof. Products c, • • • cm, where c, G A iff c,+ 1 G B for all /', span A * B. I will define <f> * \¡/ for such products, then show that the definition is consistent with linearity and with the identification of units.
First let <#> * <p be defined as $ on A, and \p on B. We already have (<#> * t//)(l) = 1. where the elements with on top are to be omitted, and where the products containing them are simplified only by multiplying adjacent elements of the same algebra (not by identifying units). The products obtained on the right-hand side have length smaller than m, so this is a well-defined recursion. For motivation, note that the recursion is equivalent to (* * *) [(c, -( 
This also shows that if <f> * \p is well defined on A * B, then it satisfies the requirement of the proposition and is unique.
We still have to show that the definition is consistent with the identification of units, so that </> * \p is actually defined on A * B where such an identification is assumed. We have to prove that side of the equality in the proposition, and other terms that can be written as products of length less than m. So, A * B is a sum of the linear spaces on the right-hand side.
We have to show that the sum is direct. Using only the identification K ® V -V for linear spaces V over K, we can write the sum as
The first summation in the second factor is direct by the existence of (f> * \p. Now continue:
where, again, the existence of (¡> * yp was used to make one summation sign direct. We already have
Continuing this process, we obtain the result stated in the proposition. Q.E.D. We shall call a product c, • • ■ cm as in Proposition 1.1a word. Note that <t> * \p is zero on words and every element in the kernel of <p * yp is a sum of words.
1.3. The linear functional <j> * yp can be seen as the projection onto K that is associated with the direct sum 1.2. We will consider some other interesting projections.
Let PA: A*B^K(BA0 = A be the projection associated with the direct sum 1.2. PA is a "conditional expectation", i.e., PA(ac) = aPA(c),
for all a G A and c G A * B.
Proof. It is enough to prove the identities with a E A0 and c an elementary tensor in 1.2. We will prove the first identity. The other is similar. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
If <p, yp are tracial, i.e., <p{a^a2) = <i>(a2a,), and similarly for yp, then (f> * yp is tracial.
Proof. It is enough to show that (<f> * yp)(ac) = (<f> * yp)(ca) for a G A0, c an elementary tensor in 1.2. We also need a similar identity with b G S0 instead of a, but the proof is identical.
Case 1 where A\¡} = ker <p0) C AU). For k = 0 the direct summand is Kby convention. An elementary tensor in A^ ® ■ ■ ■ ®A{¿") will be called a tensor of type (/,,.. .,/"). If (/,,. ..,/") ¥= 0, we will call such a tensor a wo«/.
2. Small free products of C*-algebras. Let A, B be C*-algebras and </>, yp states on them. It is not clear that </> * yp, defined in §2, is positive or that it extends to A * B. To show that, I will construct directly the representation -n^ of A * B, corresponding to the state <p * yp.
2.1. Let [A(l): i G /} be C*-algebras and </>,-states on them. Let (w, , «, , 7/(, ) ) be the corresponding GNS objects. Let //¿" = {to,}1 C/P0. Consider the Hubert space
For n = 0, the direct summand is C. 1 G C, considered as a vector in H, will be denoted by ß. It is not sufficient that 77^, 77^ be faithful in order for 77^ to be faithful on A * B. See 3.3 for an example. I do not know whether the proposition can be strengthened to give the result that <f> * yp is faithful on tt^^A * B). Note, however, that if <f>, yp are traces, then <p> * yp is a trace, and is therefore faithful even on tt^"¡,(A * B)".
2.4. Let G,, G2 be discrete groups. Let <#>,, <i>2 be the standard traces on C*(Gt), C*(G2), such that <p,(s) = 0 for all s G G, except s = e. By 1.1, (<í>, * <p2)(t) = 0 for all / G G, * G2 except t = e. This means that <í>, * <j>2 is the standard trace of G, * G2 and Cr*(Gt * G2) -n^lCr*(G,)i C*(G2)).
This is analogous to the relation C?(G,XG2)^C?(GX)®C?(G2).
It is known that C,*(G| * G2) has a unique trace, unless Gx = G2 -Z2 [8] . If ypu yp2 are traces on C^G^), C*(G2) that are not both equal to <f>,, <f>2 respectively, then yp{ * yp2 cannot be defined on C*(GX * G2) because of the uniqueness of trace. It follows that 77^ ^, 77^ m¡¡/ are not weakly equivalent even if i//,, yp2 are faithful. This is in contrast to the situation in tensor products, and shows that we cannot define a unique "smallest C*-free product".
3. Simplicity and uniqueness of trace. 3.0. It is known [8] that if G,, G2 are nontrivial discrete groups, not both equal to Z2, then C*(Gt * G2) is simple, and has a unique trace. In this section, I will show how the same computations give a similar result for tt^,^(A * B) under certain assumptions. I do not claim that these assumptions are relevant to the results, or that the results are definitive. My aim is merely to demonstrate that the computations in [8] do not depend on group structure, but on C*-free product structure.
The following lemma, due to Choi [3] , will be used. Now, let x be a word in A * B, and let y be an integer, bigger than the length of x. Since <p, yp are a, b invariant, so is <j> * yp, and we get (<p*yp)((ab)Jx(abyJ) = 0.
So (ab)'x(ab)~' is a sum of words. From the fact that j is bigger than the length of x, we get by a routine reduction that (ab)Jx(ab)~j is a linear combination of three kinds of words:
(l)(ab)",n>0.
(2)(b*a*)",n>0. First let S be a discrete semigroup with unit e. Let C*(S) be the C*-algebra on l2(S) generated by the operators of left multiplication by elements of 5. The vector e G l2(S) is cyclic, and the corresponding state 8e satisfies Se(t) = 0 for all t G 5 except t -e. In general, 8e is not a trace and is not faithful. As in the group case, we obtain c;(s,*52)-77S(^(c;(s:)ïc;(52)). Now, consider the special case S = Z+ , the nonnegative integers with addition. C*(Z+) is the C*-algebra of the one-sided shift. The representation 77s "g is not faithful on C*(Z+) * C*(Z+) because if Vu V2 are the generators of the two semigroups, then VfV2 = 0 in C*(Z+ * Z+ ). Note that V2 takes every word to a word starting with a positive power of V2, and on such words Vf is zero. Now let p be the one-dimensional projection on e in l2( Z+ * Z+ ). where el is i G Z+ considered as a vector in l2(Z+ ). See [4] for the fact that C*(Z+ ) contains the compact operators, u, is unitary, u¡e0 = et, so ôe(«,) = 0 and 8e(u*Uj) -0 if /' T^y. What goes wrong is that 8e is not invariant by the unitaries. Note, by the way, that [5, 3 .1] C*(Z+ * ■ ■ ■ * Z+) (k times) is an extension of K (the compact operators) by Ok (the Cuntz algebra), while C*(Z+ * Z+ * ■ • ■ ) is just Ox, which is a simple algebra. So a free product with respect to a nonfaithful state may be simple.
Proposition.
Let M be a W*-algebra that has no nonzero Abelian ideal. Let yp be a normal ( finite ) trace on M.
Then M has two unitaries u, v such that yp(u) = yp(v) = yp(uv) = 0.
Proof. It is enough to prove the proposition for each direct summand of M. For a type II finite algebra, let /?,, p2, p3 be disjoint projections of trace | each. We obtain: (M,\p) satisfies the conditions for (B,yp) in 3.1.
4. Shift automorphisms of free products. 4.0. Using the analogy between tensor and free products, we may define the free-product analogs of noncommutative Bernoulli shifts. They turn out to have interesting applications for noncommutative topological dynamics [1] . We will call an automorphism group uniquely ergodic if it has a unique invariant state.
4.1. Let {(Aj, 4>j): j G T) be C*-algebras and states on them. Let G be a group acting on T by permutations, and for each s E G, j E. T let an automorphism be given A -» Asj, which takes <fy to <f>SJ. We get an action of G on A =«4* {A/JET}) by automorphisms, and this action preserves the state <f> = * ty. Proof. I will prove the second claim, which in the case B = C gives unique ergodicity. Represent B faithfully and covariantly on some Hubert space H, and consider A <8> B as acting on H^ ® H covariantly with a representation u of G.
For y, a 2-element subset of T, let Hy be the span of elementary tensors in Hŝ tarting with H^ for some i G y. Let {g,,} G G be an infinite sequence such that the sets gny are disjoint. For n ¥= m, u(gn){Hy®H)±u(gm){Hy®H).
Let a E A be a word starting and ending with {A(0j):j G y}. The following lemma shows that the conditions on (G, T) are satisfied, for example, if G is infinite and acts freely on I\ Lemma. Let (G,T) be a permutation group such that G is infinite and every stability subgroup is finite. Then every finite subset of T has infinitely many G-translates.
Proof. Let y C T be finite. No finite subset of T intersects sy for all s E G.
Indeed, let F C T be finite. If / G F, then sf E y happens for only finitely many s E G, so sF n y =£ 0 happens for only finitely many s E G. Now, suppose we have already chosen su...,sn E G such that i,y,...,j"Y are disjoint. The finite set 5,y U • • • Usny does not intersect sy for all s E G, so there is s"+] E G such thati,Y D sn+iy = 0 for/ = \,...,n.
Q.E.D. 4.2. Using the definitions of [1 or 7] , we obtain the following: if G in 4.1 is amenable and <i> is faithful, then (G, A) is a minimal C*-flow, and its tensor products with any minimal C*-flow is also minimal. This is in contrast to the commutative case, where a flow cannot be disjoint from itself [6] . See [1] for details. 4.3. By the remarks at the end of §3, and by 4.1, the Cuntz algebra Ox has a unique state which is invariant under all permutations of the generators S, (or equivalently under a single infinite-order permutation). 2||q® ¿>| TV'/2
